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Abstract—In recent studies, a component-based software engineering framework (RCSAA) has been proposed to accommodate the reuse of game software components across diverse game engines, platforms, and programming languages. This study follows up on this by a more detailed investigation of the portability of a RCSAA-compliant game software component across three principal programming languages: C#, JavaScript (TypeScript), and Java, respectively, and their integration in game engines for these languages. One operational RCSAA-compliant component in C# is taken as the starting point for porting to the other languages. For each port, a detailed analysis of language-specific features is carried out to examine and preserve the equivalence of transcompiled code. Also, implementation patterns of required RCSAA constructs are analysed for each programming language and practical workaround solutions are proposed. This study demonstrates that the software patterns and design solutions used in the RCSAA are easily portable across programming languages based on very different programming paradigms. It thereby establishes the practicability of the RCSAA architecture and the associated integration of RCSAA-compliant game components under real-world conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While the leisure game market is being dominated by a handful of global players (e.g. Sony, Nintendo, Microsoft) supporting their propriety game consoles and thus establishing de facto industrial standards, the serious gaming market is scattered over a large number of small independent players, all using different programming languages, game engines and platforms [1]. As a result of this the cross-platform use and reuse of software is not possible. Despite the fact that lively vendor-bound developer communities and marketplaces have emerged, e.g. linked with Unity, CryEnginegame, Cocos2d, or Unreal game engines, the exchange and reuse of software is limited and bound to the respective platforms. The portability of game software between different game platforms dramatically fails. As a consequence, serious games lack the generality and harmonisation that would be required for their wider distribution and usage in a diversity of operational conditions. This hampers the (partial) reuse of existing game software in new games, and unnecessarily increases production costs and time-to-market [2].

To establish and preserve the portability of game software across the wide diversity of game engines, software systems and programming languages, the RAGE client-side asset architecture – RCSAA [3] has been proposed. The RCSAA is a generic component-based software engineering framework [4,5] that accommodates the reuse of software components across different parent environments. Proofs of concept of this component-based architecture have been provided that demonstrate its compliance with the following basic requirements: 1) minimal dependencies on external software frameworks and 2) interoperability between components, 3) portability of components across both development environments and target platforms and 4) portability of components across different programming languages. To this end, dummy implementations (“Hello World”) were established in C#, TypeScript, Java and C++, respectively [3]. In a subsequent paper the technical integration of a selected RCSAA-compliant software component in C# into a running example game in the MonoGame engine was analysed and reported, as well as integrations with the Unity game engine and Xamarin [6]. Current paper follows up on these studies by providing a more in depth and systematic investigation of portability by focusing on selected RCSAA-compliant software components rather than on dummy components.

In this study we start off from an existing RCSAA-compliant software component that is available in C#, and then investigate the implications of porting it from C# to TypeScript/JavaScript and Java, respectively. TypeScript is used as a superset of JavaScript that adds static typing, which can be used by Integrated Development Environments and compilers to check for coding errors. By examining and comparing these three different code bases, we have covered the predominant languages used in game development [7], namely compiled languages (C# for desktop and mobile games, Java for server-based systems) and interpreted languages (HTML5/JavaScript for browser games), respectively.

Below we will first provide a recap of the rationale and principles behind the RCSAA and the set of communication modes it supports. Next, for each of the language ports (from C# to TypeScript/JavaScript and Java, respectively) we will identify and analyse language-specific features that may affect the equivalence of transcompiled code, and examine the implementation of required RCSAA constructs. As a final check, each ported software component will be integrated and tested in a game engine based on the respective programming language.

II. THE RAGE CLIENT-SIDE ARCHITECTURE (RCSAA)

A. Components

The purpose of the RCSAA architecture [3,6] is to enable developers to easily include extra functionalities, viz. through portable software components, in their game development projects. The RCSAA defines a component model for creating a reusable plug-and-play component. Its client-side focus refers to the fact that the components need to be locally integrated into the parent system, which is one of many game
The component model conforms to common norms of Component-Based Development [4,5]: 1) a component is an independent and replaceable part of a system that fulfils a distinct function; 2) a component provides information hiding and acts as a black box; 3) a component communicates strictly through a predefined set of interfaces that guard its implementation details.

An RCSAA-compliant component may either be a source code file or a compiled program file. Components are enriched with machine-readable metadata, such as keyword classifiers, descriptions, and information about versions, licenses, component dependencies and programming language used. In accordance with the general definition of an “asset” by the W3C ADMS Working Group [8] the components may also include additional artefacts that are not to be compiled and run as software, but provide additional guidance and support such as tutorials, manuals, licenses, configuration tools, authoring tools and other resources. The full component with all artefacts included can be packaged for distribution. Examples of RCSAA-compliant components are available on the gamecomponents.eu marketplace portal, which is financially supported by the Horizon 2020 Programme of the European Commission. This portal constitutes a platform-independent technology transfer hub that allows suppliers and users of game software components to connect. Currently, over 40 components have been developed and exposed on the portal, which cover a wide range of functionalities particularly tuned to the pedagogy of serious gaming, e.g. player data analytics, real-time emotion recognition, real-time arousal detection, rule-based adaptation, game difficulty balancing, procedural animations, virtual characters, essay grading, sentiment analysis, interactive storytelling, social gamification and many other functions [9].

B. The RCSAA design solution

To remove incompatibilities as much as possible, the RCSAA relies on a limited set of well-established software patterns and coding practices aimed at decoupling abstraction from its implementation. This decoupling facilitates reusability of a component across different software systems with minimal integration effort. The parent system is supposedly a game engine, but all considerations are applicable to other software systems as well.

Figure 1 shows the UML class diagram of the RCSAA Component. Here, the IAsset class, which is defined as an interface, provides the abstract definition of the component including the fields, properties and methods required for its operations and communications. The BaseAsset class implements the set of basic functionalities of the component following the definitions provided by IAsset. IBridge provides a standardised interface that allows the component to communicate with external technologies such as the game engine or a remote service. The ISettings interface ensures in accordance with the abstract definition in the IAsset interface that every component has the basic infrastructure for managing a unique component ID, type, settings, version information, etc., which is then realised by the BaseSettings class.

The following design solutions are used in the architecture (A detailed description of the RCSAA and its classes and operations can be found in [3]):

- **No interference with the user interface**
  To avoid platform-dependent code, the component only provides processing functionality by returning processed data to the game engine (e.g. calculating user performance metrics based on logged behaviours). The component operates under the hood and thus preserves the creative freedom of game designers and developers to control the graphics, the user interface and the look and feel of their game.

- **Coordinating agent (Asset Manager)**
  Since various components may be linked together to express aggregates, a coordinating agent is needed: the Asset Manager, which is implemented using a Singleton software pattern [10]. It handles registration of components and exposes methods to query these registrations.

- **Bridge pattern**
  For allowing a component to invoke game engine code, the Bridge software pattern [10] is used, which is platform-dependent code implementing one or more interfaces. As such, the components are not aware of the actual implementation details. These implementations can be re-used by multiple RCSAA components. Alternatively, the communications could use the Publish/Subscribe pattern [10,11,12] through the Event Manager, which is initialised by the Asset Manager during its Singleton instantiation.

- **Settings**
  The component offers basic capabilities of storing configuration data (settings), be it delegated through the Bridge to the game engine. Storage also includes localisation data (string translation tables), version information and dependency information (dependency on other components’ versions).

- **Programming language’s features**
  Components largely rely on the programming language’s primitives, standard features and libraries to maximise the compatibility across game engines supporting that language. Therefore, components should delegate the implementation of required operating system features to the actual game engine using the Bridge, for example, for the actual storage of runtime data.

Fig. 1. Class diagram reflecting the internal structure of an RCSAA-compliant game component.
These design solutions are used to cover all important communication modes, while maintaining component uniformity and keeping the game developer in control of the component integration and use. Furthermore, the design solutions make RCSAA-compliant components very well suited for unit testing [13,14] and working with stubs or mock objects [15], as the component is uninformed about the details of the parent environment. The available communication modes have been described in more detail elsewhere [6] and include: (a) component to component; (b) component to game engine; (c) component to web-service; (d) game engine to component and (e) message broadcasting.

III. REAL-WORLD IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE RCSAA

Among many RCSAA-compliant components currently available in the gamecomponents.eu portfolio, we will use the TwoA (Adaptation + Assessment) component [16], which uses a fuzzy-logic based algorithm for the real-time adaptation of task difficulty to user skill. The TwoA component assumes that there are multiple tasks of varying difficulty levels, which ideally can be controlled parametrically. It expects a player performance metric as input and also uses time on task as an indicator. Based on the history of player performance it updates the player’s expertise rating and returns the optimal difficulty level for the next task to be assigned. Through continued re-iteration of task difficulty and player’s expertise level, it guides the player along the optimal learning curve. A detailed description of the adaptation mechanism is given in [16]. The C# implementation of the TwoA component has been extensively described elsewhere [6]. The C# version will be used as a reference for analysing and discussing the details of language conversions to JavaScript/TypeScript and Java, respectively. The TwoA component consists of 2572 lines of C# code in 12 classes. In both conversions the actual C# source code was used as the starting point and converted to JavaScript/TypeScript and Java on a line by line base. This method was chosen as a large part of the code, e.g. method bodies, have identical syntax in all three languages and the method highlights any remaining conversion issues.

A. Conversion from C# to TypeScript/JavaScript

1) General considerations about JavaScript

While the object-oriented nature of C# makes it relatively straightforward to implement all features of the RCSAA presented above, the JavaScript implementation is more complex. JavaScript is a prototype-based programming language, which is not ideal for reusability. It has several drawbacks concerning programming convenience, code maintenance, refactoring and more importantly quality control. For example, there is no native support for common object-oriented encapsulation structures such as classes and namespaces [17], which not only hinders direct translation of architectural elements but also reduces the readability of the code. Furthermore, in JavaScript, there is no compile-time type checking, which can result in severe errors during reuse of the architecture by developers. This set of errors tends to surface at run-time and not at compile time as is the case with programming languages that support type checking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programming language</th>
<th>C#</th>
<th>TypeScript</th>
<th>JavaScript</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>// a namespace</td>
<td>namespace AssetPackage {</td>
<td>namespace AssetPackage {</td>
<td>var AssetPackage;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// an interface</td>
<td>public interface IAsset {}</td>
<td>// an interface export interface IAsset {}</td>
<td>(function (AssetPackage) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// a class</td>
<td>public class BaseAsset : IAsset {}</td>
<td>// a class export class BaseAsset implements IAsset {}</td>
<td>var BaseAsset = (function () {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// a constructor</td>
<td>public BaseAsset() {}</td>
<td>// a constructor constructor() {}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// a method</td>
<td>public Boolean LoadSettings (String filename) { return true; }</td>
<td>// a method public LoadSettings (filename: string): boolean { return true; }</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// a property</td>
<td>public IBridge Bridge { get; set; }</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Using TypeScript as an intermediate

To avoid these problems, we first ported the component code to TypeScript, which is a superset of JavaScript and can be automatically transcompiled into JavaScript. TypeScript supports common object-oriented patterns without compromising inherent advantages of JavaScript such as flexibility and cross-platform support. It enables encapsulations based on classes, interfaces, and modules (analogous to namespaces in C#). Other features supported by TypeScript are type definition, type inference, and compile-time type checking. Therefore, patterns in C# can be translated...
almost one-to-one to patterns in TypeScript. Table I compares language constructs in C#, TypeScript, JavaScript, respectively.

The C#-based implementation of the RCSAA can be easily migrated to TypeScript-based implementation. The RCSAA deals only with code that implements logic and avoids code for the user interface, thereby reducing errors. For example, a recent study [18] suggests that 80% of the errors in JavaScript programs are related to the Document Object Model (DOM). The RCSAA implemented in TypeScript does not allow components to have direct access to the parent system (e.g., a web browser). Therefore, components cannot interact directly with the DOM, eliminating the 80% portion of DOM-related errors by design. In addition, one-third of the remaining 20% of the errors is type related and can be minimized by a stricter type checking offered by TypeScript [19].

A confusing difference between C# and Type Script is that the type and variable names are swapped and the location of the method return types is different in TypeScript. Additionally, it is recommended to avoid concepts such as ‘var’ (inferred types) in C# and the type ‘any’ in TypeScript, not only to improve the compiler’s type checking, but also to improve code readability and self-documentation.

2) Transcompiling TypeScript into JavaScript

As TypeScript, with its object-oriented syntax and type checks, only exists at compile time, most object orientation is lost in the transcompiled code. JavaScript interpreters are highly optimised to obtain acceptable performance and omit e.g. type checking: when calling transcompiled TypeScript code from JavaScript at runtime, no type checking occurs. Besides adding additional checks on method input parameters passed to component methods, API documentation may be an even more important way to prevent these issues of passing parameters.

Although the JavaScript code in Table I is structurally very similar to the TypeScript code, it is clear that all type checking is omitted in the transcompiled code. Furthermore, the transcompiler generates some additional code to mimic the object-oriented concepts with pure JavaScript code. Finally, code comments are also present in the generated JavaScript.

a) Run time checks

Some checks that can be easily performed in C# are not possible in JavaScript, for instance checking at runtime whether or not a particular interface is implemented. Such check is not possible as the required information, called Run-Time Type Information (RTTI), does not exist in the resulting JavaScript. As a workaround, the BaseAsset.getInterface method parameter was changed into a method name parameter instead of an interface type and internally uses the bridge’s prototype to check for the interface method’s presence. As this does not check for the complete interface it is not as strongly typed as the C# code.

b) Variable declaration and scope

JavaScript and TypeScript also display different behaviours with respect to variable declaration and scope. In compiled languages, variable declaration and scope follow the location in the code. Firstly, a variable cannot be used in compiled languages before it is declared and compiled, and secondly, initial assignments are performed at the location of the declaration. In JavaScript, variable declarations are silently moved to the top of the code block, but the initial assignment of a value is not moved [20]. This easily results in the presence of uninitialised variables or masking of a global variable with an uninitialized variable, if a local variable happens to have the same name as a variable in an outer scope. This kind of bugs can be very hard to trace.

c) Data formats

Data is also stored differently as the component architecture does not prescribe a particular data format. Instead, the RCSAA focuses on the best natively supported format. For C#, only XML is supported natively in the .NET version 3.5 and above. Although .NET 3.5 introduces some JSON support with a DataContractJsonSerializer class [21], this class is not supported by the .NET 2.0 version used by Unity3D. For JavaScript, JSON is currently the only format natively supported in recent browsers, which all implement a built-in JSON object [22].

Beside the data format, there is also an important difference in behaviour when (de)serializing data. Unlike C# and Java, it is not possible to fully restore a class instance in JavaScript (and thus in TypeScript), including class methods. Restoring JSON creates an object with only data and thus results in a complete loss of all class methods. For this reason, the BaseSettings class in RCSAA cannot contain any methods and de-serialization code is located in the BaseAsset class.

d) Other issues in JavaScript

Other differences in behaviour originate from the interpreter nature and single-threadedness of JavaScript. The use of methods such as setTimeout (for broadcasting messages) imply that these messages are sent when the interpreter is idle, so when all other executed code has finished. As a result, it is possible that subscribers receive updates if they have subscribed after the publication of the update. In C# and Java, doing the same will not have any effect as the messages are sent immediately, thus before any further subscriptions could take place.

Finally, the interpreted JavaScript easily allows for self-modifying code which is hard to achieve in compiled languages such as C++, C# or Java. This feature, although powerful, was avoided as it cannot be ported easily to any other compiled language.

B. Porting to Java

1) General considerations

Java is an object-oriented language that has a long history, predating C#. In contrast to C#, which has been in continuous development and has been extended with new language features, Java has known a long period of minor development, exposing only few new features in the past years. Although Java has many different features, it lacks some of the more modern features present in C#. Most obvious is the lack of clear syntax for properties as found in C#. In C#, the compiler takes care of converting a property into accessor methods and backing storage. Properties are often used in C# to expose public values that can be read or written by other code. Java, instead, mimics properties with a naming convention (get/set method name prefixes) and therefore forces a programmer to re-implement trivial implementation code repeatedly, with an increased chance of coding errors. Nevertheless, not all methods that have a get or set prefix mimic a property. A 3rd party project called Project Lombok [23] addresses this
omission and enriches Java with a compact property syntax that compiles automatically into high-quality code.

In C#, all data types, even numbers and Boolean values, are treated as objects. In C#, statements such as `7.ToString()` or `(9+1).ToString()` are perfectly legal as the numeric values are treated as objects. The C# compiler optimises this code during compilation. In contrast, Java has C/C++ alike non-object primitive types [24] such as `int`, `double`, `boolean` and object counterparts such as `Integer`, `Double`, and `Boolean` that box their primitive counterpart types. Primitive types are not objects and do not have methods. The mix of primitive types and objects forces a bad practice [25] of a manual optimization by the programmer instead of delegating the optimization to the compiler.

The code in Table II looks very similar as both C# and Java have extensive support for object-oriented principles. The definition of a property in Java shows how it relies on more extensive coding and naming conventions to emulate the very compact C# property syntax.

2) Specific Java porting issues encountered

a) The Asset Manager

The first step in porting the C# code for the TwoA component to Java was to update the Asset Manager code to be aligned with its C# counterpart. Updating was largely a matter of refactoring classes, method and field names and adding, as is a common practice in Java, the ‘final’ keyword to most fields and method parameters, marking them immutable.

In the `AssetManager` test suite, we encountered issues with the `IDataStorage` interface on the `Bridge` class and in particular the usage of the ‘`user.dir`’ environment property.

Despite its description ‘User working directory’ it points to the directory where the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) was started. In our case, this turned out to be the Visual Studio Code installation directory, which is write protected. Swapping the environment property for ‘`user.home`’, which is the user home directory and is writable, solves the issue.

The `ILog` interface resulted in some issues with the `LogLevel` enumeration. Whilst in C# we could simply define the `LogLevel` values by combining `Severity` enumeration values using a logical OR operator, in Java, it is needed to define these values as separate `EnumSet` fields and create the `LogLevel` enumeration based on `EnumSet` fields. Although the `EnumSet` fields alone might seem sufficient, they would not provide type-safety of the `LogLevel` enumeration.

The AssetManager singleton patterns were re-implemented using a single value enum instead of a plain class. According to Bloch [25], this is by far the simplest yet best solution as the single instance is thread-safe, enforced by the compiler and has no issues with deserialization.

b) Unsigned integers

During porting the TwoA core functionality, issues arose with the `SimpleRNG` class as it used unsigned integers, which are not present in Java [16]. The common solution is to use bigger signed integers (so 32-bit unsigned integers are stored in 64-bit signed integers) [27]. As the C# `SimpleRNG` code used logical bit shift operators, it needed to be rewritten and tested separately in order to yield the same results. Additionally, we needed to add some suffixes to some numeric values (like L for long) in order to aid the compiler.

c) Date

The `Date` API suffers major flaws and is heavily deprecated [28]. We recorded all C# `DateTime` using the new Java 8 `LocalDateTime` class. Use of this newer class results however in a new issue. Both `ZoneIdDateTime` and `LocalDateTime` lack a parameter-less constructor, which make them incompatible with JAXB XML deserialization. A solution is to register JAXB `XmlAdapters` to enable a custom conversion between text and both `ZoneDateTime` and `LocalDateTime`.

d) XML

The XML formatted logging showed issues with floating point to string conversions as used by the `String.format()` method. It uses the decimal separator defined by the operating system which is not necessarily the dot required for XML. Adding a `Locale.ROOT` to the `String.format()` method fixed these conversions [29]. XML serialization also suffers from differences between the Java and C# naming conventions resulting in a mismatch in character case of XML tags. Adding `XmlElement` annotations to all affected methods specifying the correct case solved this issue.

e) Other issues in Java

In Java, the ‘`const`’ keyword is reserved, but not implemented [30]. The closest alternative is the ‘final’ keyword that is used to mark fields and method parameters as immutable once given a value, which makes it more equivalent to the C# ‘readonly’ keyword. However, when
used on classes, ‘final’ is closer to the C# ‘sealed’ keyword that prevents a class to be sub-classed. Finally, when applied to methods the ‘final’ keyword prevents overriding the method.

Java also lacks support for static constructors. However, it allows for one or more static code blocks in a class, so one can simply move the static constructor’s code of the Cfg class into such block.

Exceptions in Java have some fundamental differences with those in C#. They need to be either caught on the spot or be specified as a throws annotation in the method signature. The latter feature leads to accumulation of these annotations up in the class hierarchy and to an exception bubble upwards in this hierarchy until they are actually caught with a try/catch block. In C#, no such annotations are necessary, and exception handling remains a responsibility of the programmer.

The resulting Java version of the TwoA component has 2503 lines of code in 13 classes.

IV. INTEGRATING RCSAA PORTS IN DIFFERENT GAME ENGINES

Table III presents the overview of component integrations carried out across different programming languages and game engines. The C# version of the TwoA component was integrated and used in an exemplary target game, called TileZero [6]. This game is a derivative of the popular turn-based board game Qwirkle (http://www.mindware.com). It focuses on problem-solving for developing spatial, mathematical, and fluid reasoning skills [31] TileZero allows for parametrically generating a variety of problems of various difficulty levels, it can greatly benefit from the TwoA component by the Bridge pattern and implemented by the RCSAA libraries, simplifies component development and leaves more time for the developer to spend on the implementation of the core gamification and pedagogical functionalities. Details of integrating C# versions of TwoA in Unity and Xamarin are also in [6].

B. Integrating the TypeScript/JavaScript port in Cocos2D-JS

The TypeScript version of the TwoA component was integrated in the Cocos2D-JS engine. This engine relies on JavaScript and HTML5. After creating a project in Visual Studio that included a Cocos2D-JS library written in JavaScript and the TwoA component written in TypeScript, the project could be transcompiled and integrated into a single JavaScript file simulating gameplay of TileZero.

In JavaScript, the Asset Manager and the Bridge work similar to the C# version. From the perspective of the component, it does not matter in what form or where the settings file is stored, as these details are abstracted from the component by the Bridge pattern and implemented by the game engine, thus proving full control to the game developer. Cocos2D-JS uses Local Storage [34,35] to manage the component’s settings file. Local Storage was introduced in HTML5 for web applications to store data locally within the user’s browser. Local Storage is distinct from cookies and, among many differences, allows storage of several megabytes of data. Ideally, Local Storage is persistent, and data can remain across sessions as well as after closing the browser. However, this persistence also depends on the browser’s history and privacy settings and therefore should be used cautiously. Hence, having a persistent storage on the user’s platform may remain problematic for components written in JavaScript/TypeScript.

Another notable difference from the C# based implementation is storage of the component’s settings in JSON format rather than XML format. JavaScript provides a native interface for parsing a JSON string into objects. In the TwoA case, the settings for scenarios and players are automatically de-serialized into JavaScript objects by using the available method for this.

Finally, the Bridge object enables logging. Note that the TwoA component provides information to be logged, but as is the case for settings, it does not specify where and in what format the logged information should be managed. The TwoA component only knows that logging functionality is available via a Log method inherited from the BaseAsset class. The Log method locates an ILog interface subsequently uses it. The
Bridge's ILog implementation calls the logging functionality of Cocos2D-JS, which then returns a given string to the browser's console.

C. Integrating the Java port in the Emergo game engine

Emergo [33] is a server-based environment written in Java that allows educators to create scenario-based serious games for students using the separate modules, module configuration and scenario building functionality that Emergo supplies. Educators and students access this environment using a web browser. In order to integrate the TwoA component into the Emergo environment, it needs to be wrapped inside an Emergo module so that the TwoA component can be instantiated, becomes available within the Emergo toolkit and its API be exposed to the scenario building functionality of Emergo. The wrapping module supplies the game engine code for the Bridge object that the TwoA component expects and uses to save and load its data.

Because of its server-based architecture, the Emergo engine needs to track and update game data for multiple users. However, the TwoA component currently does not support multiple users updating their scenario ratings. As a result, the bridge implementation must cope with this and save the scenario and gameplay data as files on a per user base. This is quite possible, because the Asset Manager supports registration of multiple instances of a single RCSAA component and returns unique ids for each component registration. This allows the bridge, which is needed to save and load scenario and gameplay data, to be attached to the individual instances of a component instead of being attached to the Asset Manager. With the addition of a user-id field to the bridge it is easy to keep the user data separate from the data of other users. As Emergo is relying on a database for main storage, a more sophisticated integration solution is to have the bridge save scenario and gameplay data as a blob in a database table instead of using the file system. It demonstrates the benefit of the RCSAA component being agnostic to where and how the bridge code actually stores data.

Storing the scenario and gameplay data as individual records is also possible but harder to implement as it would require parsing the XML-formatted data generated by the TwoA component and determining which data is changed. Likewise, results of a query would have to be converted into the expected XML format. Such approach would, however, conflict with the principles of the RCSAA as it requires the bridge implementation to have detailed knowledge of the data format being requested to be stored or retrieved by the component. It would also require knowledge of the file identifiers used by the TwoA component for the scenario and gameplay data as their data format differs.

D. Validation of the ported versions

The functioning of the ported component versions was tested by using the C# implementations as a reference. For TwoA, extensive validations of the C# version of the algorithm integrated in the TileZero game have been reported elsewhere, both using empirical performance data [16] and using machine-against-machine simulations [6]. A similar range of testing matches could then be simulated for the TypeScript/JavaScript and Java implementations by sampling from the performance data (match duration and outcome) produced by the C# simulation. The correct functioning of the ported TwoA algorithms could be confirmed by the identical learning curves that were found. This is quite straightforward as the core code uses the same model. However, the significance of these tests is not in verifying the correct implementation of the core functionalities of the components as such, but more importantly, in providing real-world proofs of the portability and practicability of RCSAA-compliant components: the relevant RCSAA-code constructs can be ported across the three examined programming languages without principal issues.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study, we have provided further, practical evidence for the (ecological) validity of the RCSAA [3] as a framework for use and reuse of game software in different technical environments. Conclusions can be summarised as follows. First, it was shown that component development and reuse of components are simplified by delegating generic functionalities to the game engine and to the RCSAA. Second, the RCSAA simplifies porting of the components across game engines supporting a common programming language. Third, the RCSAA also simplifies translation of the component’s implementation to other programming languages. The power of the RCSAA is not limited to the potential reuse of components, but is also based on the efficient reuse of existing libraries, either from the RCSAA or from the game engine in use. To maximise the reusability of components among different games, the components do not directly link with the game’s user interface and exchange only the basic information with the game engine. In the TwoA component, for example, the core code of the component responsible for difficulty adaptation requires only the exchange of string IDs and a few numerical values such as the duration of a task. This qualifies the integration of RCSAA components as “lightweight”, which may promote its adoption.

In the case of JavaScript, being very different from object-oriented languages, we have demonstrated that conversion of the architecture's implementation from one language to another is simplified considerably by using TypeScript as a transient language. TypeScript was deliberately designed to be similar in structure to object-oriented languages and C# in particular. This makes a translation of C# code into TypeScript code a relatively simple operation. The Bridge pattern employed by the RCSAA adequately shields components from platform-specific implementations of necessary functionalities. As a result, components are easily portable and reusable across different platforms. The benefits are particularly obvious for the JavaScript-based implementation. Browser specific issues are often a plague for web applications based on JavaScript. The Bridge pattern effectively decouples components from browser-specific implementations thereby minimizing browser compatibility problems and increasing their reuse potential. Furthermore, the architecture encourages developers to concentrate all browser-specific functionalities at bridges, thereby increasing readablity and decreasing effort needed for refactoring. Game developers can address cross-browser portability with minimal prior knowledge of the components. Having this convenience is especially important for JavaScript-based applications that are notorious for being difficult to refactor.

The Java version shows that the RCSAA is flexible enough to even run in a complex server-side system such as Emergo and that the Bridge interface can easily be mapped onto an SQL database system as well, extending its portability even further.
In summary, we have demonstrated how the RCSAA promotes reusability at two distinct levels. First, the architecture promotes plug-and-play reusability of a software component among different game engines. Second, software components in the domain of serious games, which is notably suffering from a variety of platforms, game engines, and programming languages. Given some adoption of software components in the domain of serious games, Reusability at both levels is essential for the successful game engines, and programming languages. Given some adoption of software components in the domain of serious games, architecture promotes plug-and-play reusability of a software component among different game engines. Second, software components in the domain of serious games, which does not natively support object-oriented design. Reusability at both levels is essential for the successful adoption of software components in the domain of serious games, which is notably suffering from a variety of platforms, game engines, and programming languages. Given some adoption of software components in the domain of serious games, architecture promotes plug-and-play reusability of a software component among different game engines. Second, software components in the domain of serious games, which does not natively support object-oriented design. Reusability at both levels is essential for the successful adoption of software components in the domain of serious games, which is notably suffering from a variety of platforms, game engines, and programming languages. Given some adoption of software components in the domain of serious games, architecture promotes plug-and-play reusability of a software component among different game engines.
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